
Know whose product you are using
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Questions to ask your rigging provider:

1. Are material certifications complete and transparent, showing the mill and country of origin of 
the steel used?

2. Are third party material test certificates available for your rigging equipment? Are they in the 
name of the supplier, or another third party manufacturer?

3. What percent of your supplier’s products are re-sold or partially assembled?

4. Does the manufacturer use only qualified distributors who provide support and stock local 
inventory?

5. Does the manufacturer provide on-site and tailored training to end users?

6. When you need technical support, who do you talk to and how quickly do they respond?

Before you buy, know who is really behind your rigging hardware   

When buying rigging 
equipment there are always 
concerns about cost, quality, 
and safety. Uppermost should 
be safety because every lift is 
critical. 

Not only can the wrong choice 
put your company in jeopardy, 
it can result in serious injury or 
death of your employees.

Not all “branded” products are manufactured 
by the brand owner.
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Crosby’s vertically integrated supply chain
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Customer service 

Research and development 

Complete product line 

Engineering 

Manufacturing 

Risk management

World-class training 

Digital marketing and resources 

Industry stewardship 

What you get when 
you buy Crosby

3,000+ distributors worldwide

Design and fabrication of customer     
  lifting solutions

Extensive testing capabilities

Local inventory & support 

Product certification

Vertically integrated product supply chain manufacturing provides complete control of the 
manufacturing process from raw material to finished goods. 

This control ensures product inspection throughout the manufacturing process affording a 
high level of quality and consistency across all product lines.
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